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Abstract

The thesis analyzes and validates Beamforming methods using Convex Optimization. CVX

which is a Matlab supported tool for convex optimization has been used to develop this

concept. An algorithm is designed by which an appropriate system has been identi�ed by

varying parameters such as number of antennas, passband width, and stopbands widths of a

beamformer. We have observed the beamformer by minimizing the error for Least-square and

In�nity norms. A graph obtained by the optimum values between least-square and in�nity

norms shows us a trade-o� between these two norms. We have observed convex optimization

for double passband of a beamformer which has proven the �exibility of convex optimization.

On extension for this, we designed a �lter in which stopband is arbitrary. A constraint is used

by which the stopband would be varying depending upon the upper boundary (limiting) line

which varies w.r.t y-axis (dB). The beamformer has been observed for feasibility by varying

parameters such as number of antennas, arbitrary upper boundaries, stopbands and passband.

This proves that there is �exibility for designing a beamformer as desired.

Keywords : Beamforming, Convex Optimization, Antennas, Narrowband, Passpand,

Stopband, Least square norm, In�nity norm, Normalization, CVX.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is always an increasing demand for wireless operators to send huge data with high

speed. At the same instance, these operators would like to provide support for more number

of customers per base station in an economical way. Due to this, there is always a need of

optimization for higher capacities. As the number of customers are increasing with a quench of

more data with speed, its been a challenge for optimization . New technologies have evolved

which support more data with increase in speed. Unfortunately, because of limited broadcast

spectrum, any attempts to improve the tra�c with a constant bandwidth can create more

interference, with decreases in signal quality. The beamforming o�ers an improved answer to

decrease the interference and increase in gain of system capacity in the desired direction. One

can observe a decrease in gain in other directions. The signals are transmitted by the base

station in one direction, which reduces the total interference of the system. These signals

are send by an array of antennas whose direction is steered by the weighted elements of a

steering vector H [ 3.2]. These antennas are called transceivers as they can able to send the

signals as well as receive the signals.

Convex optimization is a mathematical tool in engineering, it can give solutions to practical

engineering problems e�ciently. Convex optimization has much signi�cance because of its

solution oriented approach. It is one of the best way to get an optimum values. It is used

prominently in engineering to get reliable solutions. Even the approximate optimum values

yields good results. The goal of this thesis is to use convex optimization for a beamformer.

By using convex optimization we observed the signal in desired direction and also reduced

the error in the stopband regions for Least-square norm and In�nity norm. The simulation
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results show that convex optimization is �exible to be used for narrowband beamformer with

minimum error in the stopband region.
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Chapter 2

Convex Optimization

A Convex Optimization is a problem of mathematical optimization, it solves for example linear

programming and least-squares problems. These kind of problems are present in every �eld,

they can be solved analytically and mathematically very reliably using convex optimization.

The research on mathematical convex optimization has been going on for a decade. From

19th century onwards it has been discovered that it can be widely useful in �elds such as

�nance, statistics, image processing, automatic control systems, signal processing, estima-

tion, designing and data analysis. The need of optimization is present everywhere in signal

processing. A convex optimization provides concise analytical approach for di�cult problems.

That's the reason behind for the conversion of engineering problems into convex optimization

problems. There exist several numerical algorithms to solve these convex problems.

It's always interesting to realize that the problem can be solved using convex optimization.

Once we have the knowledge on the problem, it could be easy to solve it analytically and e�-

ciently using convex optimization. These days there is a heavy need for computerized engineer-

ing applications. Even signal processing has become much advanced using these technologies.

The solution of convex optimization gives good interpretation for these technologies. A CVX

tool in Matlab gives reliable simulation results in less time for these engineering problems. A

problem of convex optimization has

1. Optimization variable

2. Objective function
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3. Constraints.

The vector matrix x is said to be optimized, when it has the smallest value of the objective

function within all the vector matrices that ful�ll the requirement of constraints. In convex

optimization both constraints and objective function have to be convex. The inequality to be

satis�ed is

fj(αx+ βy) ≤ αfj(x) + βfj(y)

for all x, y ∈Rn and all α, β ∈ R with α+ β = 1, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0 [ 3].

There is possibility for f neither to be concave or convex. One can say that, a graph is

either convex or concave when the function f on the interval j does not contain any straight

lines.

Figure 2.1: Concave and Convex functions

If we draw a line connecting any two points on the curve as shown in 2.1, and if the line

appears to be above the curve, we say that function as Convex. We can test that a function

f is convex or not by using derivative. When the second degree derivative f
′′
(a) is ≥ 0 for

all a in the interval i, then we say f is convex on i.

2.1 Least-square norm

Least-square almost de�nes inaccurate systems, since it is the summation of squares of the

observations [ 1]. It often represents the system in approximate sense. It is very hard to
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achieve an accurate solution. So, we tend to approximate to minimum value of squares.

Finding least-square is widely used for its e�ective results. Many �elds are in need of this

approximation. Even though the result may not be accurate, but its results have always good

importance. In communication and engineering �elds there is an adequate need for minimizing

the summation of squares. The latest computer aided technologies are minimizing this using

various softwares, here we used CVX tool to minimize the least-square norm. We have

minimized the least-square norm error in the stopband region in our thesis. In CVX the least-

square norm is a prede�ned function. Its syntax for minimising the error in stopband region

is given by

norm(Bstop ∗ x1, 2).

Where Bstop is an objective function to be minimized, and x1 is the variable to be optimized.

Then numerical number 2 represents least-square norm. We need to mention the kind of

norm we are going to use, which is either least-square norm(2) or in�nity norm(inf). For

estimation purposes least-square solutions are very reliable . The least-square minimization

for stopband region in our thesis is given by

Least square norm : ‖bx‖2 =

√∑
i

|bix|2 . (2.1)

Here matrix b represents a complex vector and matrix x represents real vector. The matrix x

consists of all real weighted elements. These weights play an important role in optimizing a

beamformer. By changing these weights we can steer the beam in the desired direction. The

weights are also used to minimize the interference and to increase the signal to noise ratio.

By using phase shift or delay time, we can make the signals to arrive at the far �eld receiver

with delay shifts, which makes the beam to steer. The signals received with time delay would

impinge one on the other, which increases the signal quality thereby reducing interference.

Here, matrix x holds the real weighted elements of the steering vector H[ 3.2].

2.2 In�nity norm

Another error which we minimized in stopband region using CVX is in�nity norm. An in�nity

norm is the magnitude of the maximum value among all the elements. The minimization of
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in�nity norm has more importance since we are minimizing the maximum value among all the

values. The syntax for minimizing the stopband region error in CVX is

norm(Bstop ∗ x1, inf).

Where Bstop is an objective function to be minimized, and x1 is the variable to be optimized.

The in�nity norm which we minimized in stopband region is given by

In�nity norm : ‖bx‖∞ = Maxi |bix| . (2.2)

We have simulated the least-square norm and in�nity norm in matlab using CVX, and have

observed their magnitudes. The results are shown in the chapter of plots and results 5.
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Chapter 3

Beamforming

Beamforming is a �ltering mechanism in space. The structure of a beam can be either

narrower or wider. A beamformer is formed with an intention to send the signals in unique or

multi directions. Beamforming helps in reducing the interference and improving the quality

of the signal. One of the factors for improving the beam quality is to increase the size of

antenna which will increase the radiation spectrum in the desired direction giving the time

for controlling constructive and destructive interference in the desired direction.

The distance which a beam has to travel depends on the carrier frequency. A beamforming is

a mechanism for sending signals in desired direction through a linear array of antennas spaced

w.r.t wavelength. The beamformer attenuates the signals in other directions. Based upon

the bandwidth, it can be split into two concepts: wideband beamforming and narrowband

beamforming. Narrowband beamforming is achieved through a linear collection of the received

signals at the receiver. Nevertheless, when the signals are wideband, we need to use FIR or

IIR �lters.

Wideband beamforming has its applications in various areas such as seismology, radio astron-

omy, microphone arrays, image processing, medical diagnosis, and radar and in communica-

tions. In fact, because sound and light are natural sources of wideband signals, a great deal

of research has been focused in the �eld of microphone and hydrophone arrays.

Beamforming is considered as a �eld of array signal processing. Since in many wireless

applications the signal bandwidth is comparatively narrow, now the research is mainly focused

on narrowband beamforming than wideband beamforming.
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A signal always arrives at a receiver from speci�ed direction with addition of interference and

noise. The antennas located at di�erent positions would sense and sample these signals. The

collected samples are processed to neutralize the noise and interference, and to extract the

desired signal.

Figure 3.1: Beamformer

As shown in �gure 3.1 the reception at receiver end consists of N linear array of antennas

placed in equal distance from each other antenna w.r.t wavelength. The signals approach

with time or phase shift delays, on downconverting them and multiplying with weights we get

an output of y(t).

y(t) =
N−1∑
n=0

ω∗nxn(t) .

The simpli�ed output is given by

H(φi) = bi x . [ 5]

The order of b(φ) vector is 1x2n and x is 2nx1, which makes matrix H as 1x1 matrix.

The beamformer using this structure is utilized for narrowband or sinusoidal signals.
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3.1 Array Response Vector

Figure 3.2: Passband and Stopband regions

Stopband :

If we take φ1 and φ2 as stopband1 and φ3 and φ4 as stopband2. The union of these two gives

us the total stopband. The stopband varies from -π/2 to π/2, the gap between these two

stopband regions is the passband region. H(φp) is the desired direction of the passband.

Ωs = [φ1, φ2]
⋃

[φ3, φ4] .

Given below is the Response or steering vector


e−iπ sin(φ)

Response vector a(φ) = .

.

e−iπ sin(φ)(M−1)

 .

The output signal is given by
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H(φ) = ωHa(φ) .

Where ω is a weight vector

H∗(φ) = aH(φ) ω .

ω can be written as imaginary part and real part

H∗(φ) = aH(φ)(ωx + iωy) .

This can be rewritten as real and imaginary part

=
[
aH(φ) iaH(φ)

] [ ωx

ωy

]
. (3.1)

Usually optimization softwares work with real value optimization variables that's the reason

we formulated the real values separately even though we have complex responses.

Let's write the above equation 3.1 as : b(θ) (complex vector) x (real vector) .

H∗(φ) = b(φ) x .

The order of b(φ) vector is 1x2n and x is 2nx1, which makes matrix H as 1x1 matrix. Now

we can write it as

H(φi) = bi x . (3.2)

which is


H(φ1)

H = .

.

H(φi)

 .
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Using convex optimization we minimised the equation 3.2 in its two forms least-square norm

and in�nity norm. We observed the minimisation in stopband region. They are represented

as follows

Least square norm : ‖bx‖2 =

√∑
i

|bix|2 . (3.3)

In�nity norm : ‖bx‖∞ = Maxi |bix| . (3.4)
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Chapter 4

Matlab Codes

4.1 Code Explanation

4.1.1 Single Passband

The matlab program for single passband see Appendix A.1.1, is started with assuming a

stopband region on phi-axis ranging from -π/2 till π/2. We have divided the angular domain

with step size of one degree, it is represented as

Dphi=1*pi/180;.

Where pi/180 in the above statement resembles converting radians to degrees. We have

chosen the number of antennas to be 50. The desired direction in the passband region is

-30◦, it can represented as

phip=-30*pi/180;.

The regions beside the passband are stopband regions. We have two stopband regions,

stopband1 region is from -90◦ till -40◦ and stopband2 region is from -20◦ till 90◦ . We de�ne

them as

phis1=-90*pi/180;

phis2=-40*pi/180;

phis3=-20*pi/180;
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phis4=90*pi/180;.

Where from -40◦ till -20◦, we have passband region. We represent the values of the two

stopband regions on x-axis as

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4 ];.

The Dphi in the above statement divides the two stopband regions from -90◦ till 90◦ with a

step size of 1◦.The simpli�ed mathematical response matrix is given by


e−iπ sin(φ)

Response vector a(φ) = .

.

e−iπ sin(φ)(M−1)

 .

This response matrix in matlab can be represented as

Astop=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));

Bstop=[Astop' 1i*Astop'];.

The above response matrix is for stopband region. Similarly the response matrix for whole

domain is de�ned as

A=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' 1i*A'];.

Now we use CVX, to minimize the objective function (Response vector) . In CVX optimization,

the basic requirement is to optimize a variable of an objective function with the constraints

to be followed. Here, our objective is to minimize the least-square norm subjected to real

part of response vector equals to one and imaginary part of response equals to zero. In CVX

it is de�ned as

cvx_begin

variable x1(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;
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imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;

cvx_end.

Where x1 is the variable to be optimized. In the above statements the objective function of

the least-square norm to be minimized is

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );.

The constraints to be followed are

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;.

The mathematical representation of the above statements are

aH(φp) ω = 1 .

[
aH(φp) ia

H(φp)
] [ ωx

ωy

]
.

On dividing this into real and imaginary parts

[
Re aH(φp) Re ia

H(φp)
] [ ωx

ωy

]
= 1 .

[
Im aH(φp) Im iaH(φp)

] [ ωx

ωy

]
= 0 .

(where Re=Real Im=Imaginary). Similarly the in�nity norm can be minimized as

cvx_begin

variable x2(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x2 == 0;

cvx_end.
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The objective function of the in�nity norm is represented as

minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );.

After optimizing these two norms, we convert them into decibels by multiplying with 20*log10.

As shown below we plot them using subplot command in matlab , where x-axis consists φ

values of stopband region and y-axis consists of the magnitude of least-square and in�nity

norm in decibels.

subplot(2,1,1), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1)),title('Least Square norm');

subplot(2,1,2), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2)),title('Infinity norm');.

The �gure shown in 5.1 represents the plot of the single passband.

4.1.2 Double Passband

The matlab program for double passband see Appendix A.1.2, is an extension of single

passband for verifying the distributive constraints in CVX. The double passband consists of

two desired directions, so we will have two passbands. They are de�ned as

phip=-30*pi/180;

phip2=30*pi/180;.

The two desired passband directions are -30◦ and 30◦. The numbers of stopbands regions

surrounding these passband regions are three, they are represented as

phis1=-90*pi/180;

phis2=-40*pi/180;

phis3=-20*pi/180;

phis4=20*pi/180;

phis5=40*pi/180;

phis6=90*pi/180;.

The �rst stopband region is from -90◦ till -40◦, the second stopband region is from -20◦ till

20◦ and the third stopband region is from 40◦ till 90◦. Here, it follows the same statements as

the single passband program, except an additional response matrix for an additional desired

direction is required. The additional response matrix can be represented as
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Apn=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip2));

Bpn=[Apn' 1i*Apn'];.

The minimization of least-square norm and in�nity norm using CVX can be represented

as

cvx_begin

variable x1(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;

real(Bpn) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bpn) * x1 == 0;

cvx_end.

cvx_begin

variable x2(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x2 == 0;

real(Bpn) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bpn) * x2 == 0;

cvx_end.

The additional constraints which we got here compared to single passband are

real(Bpn) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bpn) * x2 == 0;.

These two constraints are for the second desired direction. The optimized values which are

obtained after minimization using CVX, are plotted using subplot command in matlab, where

x-axis consists of φ values of stopband region and y-axis consists of magnitudes of least-square

norm and in�nity norm in decibels.

subplot(2,1,1), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1)),title('Least Square norm');
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subplot(2,1,2), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2)),title('Infinity norm');.

The �gure shown in 5.2 represents the plot of Double passband.

4.1.3 Feasible region between Least-Square and In�nity norm

The matlab program for feasible region between least-square and in�nity norm see Appendix

A.1.3, is for �nding feasible region between in�nity norm and least-square norm. As it is an

extension for single passband it follows the same statements till �nding both norms. We use

CVX thrice in this program, twice to �nd least-square and in�nity norm and for the third time

we use it with an additional constraint. Here in this program we store the values of both

least-square norm and in�nity norm after minimizing using CVX in minax and maxax.To �nd

the feasible region, we need to calculate minimized least-square norm and convert into real

decibel values. This can be represented as

minax=round(max(20*log10(abs(real(Bstop*x1)))));.

Here function real() converts a value into real value, function abs() converts the value into

absolute value and by multiplying this value with 20*log10 converts into decibel value. The

function max() makes the number to its nearest maximum value. The function round () will

round o� the number without decimals. The obtained values we store it minax. Similarly we

�nd the values for in�nity norm. It can represented as

maxax=round(max(20*log10(abs(real(Bstop*x2)))));.

Now we use minax and maxax to obtain the ε (optimized) values. This can represented

as

if minax>maxax

c=0;

for n=maxax:minax

cvx_begin

variable x(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x == 1;
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imag(Bp) * x == 0;

norm(Bstop*x,inf) <= 10^(n/20);

cvx_end

c=c+1;

a(c)=norm(Bstop*x,2);

end.

In above statements n holds the di�erence between maxax and minax. The for loop repeats

till n times. The additional constraint here is

norm(Bstop*x,inf) <= 10^(n/20);.

Since the response obtained will be very small, we convert the response into decibels using

10(n/20). Here c is a variable which increments by one on every iteration of for loop. The

array a represents an array, which has elements equal to c. This array a holds the optimized

elements to be plotted. The array a is represented as

a(c)=norm(Bstop*x,2);.

We plot this array using

subplot(2,2,[1 3]),plot(maxax:minax,20*log10(a));.

The �gure shown in 5.3, represents the values from maxax till minax which are all optimized

values of ε.

4.1.4 Filter with multiple weighted stopbands

The matlab program for �lter with multiple weighted stopbands see Appendix A.1.4, is

started with making stopband regions arbitrary. We made the two stopband regions to be in

between two linear lines as shown in �gure 4.1.The ranges of the two linear lines are from

-100 db(db1) till -20db(db2) db and the second line is from -40db (db3) till -120db(db4).

Let us assume H(φ) as stopband function and Hu1(φ) , Hu2(φ) as upper linear line functions.

The statements to be followed by H(φ) are

|H(φ)| ≤ Hu1(φ), φ ∈ Ω1 .

|H(φ)| ≤ Hu2(φ), φ ∈ Ω2 .
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Figure 4.1: Filter with multiple weighted stopbands

Where Ω1 and Ω2 are the two stopbands regions. φ ∈ Ω = Ω1 ∪Ω2 . The constraint for the

passband region is

H(φp) = 1 .

In order to make the stopband regions behind a limiting line, the inequality is formulated

as

|H(φ)| ≤ Hu(φ) .

|H(φ)|
Hu(φ)

≤ 1, φ ∈ Ω .

Where Hu(φ) should always be real and positive quantity. We can say that, if the maximum

value ∀ φ ≤ 1 then it has to be less than ∀ φ in Ω. If it is less than ∀ φ then the maximum

value must be less than one. This is equivalent. Now we can solve this as an optimization

problem, we know that the speci�cation is feasible, if it satis�es the maximum value less than

one. We minimized this as shown

minimise max

{
1

Hu(φ)
|H(φ)|

}
≤ 1 (4.1)

We have vector that contains this upper bound values, if we take one over of that each vector,

we get a weighting function

W =
1.

Hu
.
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Now, instead of minimizing the norm of H(φ), we are minimizing the weighted norm, and

each value is weighted with vector W. Then we get the solution of minimum value, let's say

that fmin is the minimum value. In CVX, the problem is feasible, if fmin≤ 1. If our optimum

solution is less than one, then we have a solution which strictly follows our inequalities. But,

if the minimum value is not less than one, i.e. greater than one, then there is no feasible

solution to this formulation, and the solution will be above the level of the line. The linear

lines in matlab can be formulated as

db1t=-100;

db2t=-20;

db3t=-40;

db4t=-100;.

These are the values of the upper-bound function which appear as a linear line above the

stopband regions, in order to make this visible on a plot we use linspace() function in matlab.

A linspace(a,b,c) function will generate equal c spaces from a to b

hu1=10.^(linspace(db1t,db2t,i1)/20);

hu2=10.^(linspace(db3t,db4t,i2)/20);.

In order to specify these values in decibels, the values obtained should be in real numbers.

We have to specify the real line in decibel scale, so that means that hu1 values should be real

values, so we use

10.^(linspace(db3t,db4t,i2)/20); .

This should be divided by 20 because when we plot them it does not look like a straight

line, but when we take logarithm of this numbers, that's when we get the straight line. If

the logarithm multiplied by 20 we get a straight line in decibel scale.The linspace of hu1 will

make i1 equal parts from db1t till db2t. Similarly the linspace of hu2 will make i2 equal

parts from db3t till db4t. These two vectors hu1 and hu2 can be concatenated using

hu=[hu1,hu2];.

So, we have one vector containing both hu1 and hu2. We make it as a column vector by

doing

hu=hu(:); .
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Now, we have a column vector in db. We represent equation 4.1 using CVX as

minimize (norm((Bstop*x)./(hu),2)).

Where we are minimizing the weighted vector norm. We plot the output using plot command

in matlab as shown below

plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(abs(B*x)))

plot((a:b) , 20*log10(hu1))

plot((c:d) , 20*log10(hu2)).

The �gure shown in 5.4 represents the Filter with multiple weighted stopbands.

4.2 GUI

GUI comes under one of the matlab libraries. It's very user friendly, and one can explain

e�ectively using this in their thesis. It is provided with all the necessary elements. One can

just drag the elements and keep them in his/her layout presentation. I will explain how I have

used this simple tool in my presentation.

4.2.1 GUI in MATLAB

After successful completion of code, one can present their code in a better way using GUI.

The button which is of pen shape above the editor as shown in the �gure 4.2 is used for

creation of GUI.

Figure 4.2: GUI button
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By clicking on this button, a window will open as shown in �gure 4.3, which allows you to

open existing or new GUI template.

Figure 4.3: Layout window

To start with we choose an untitled layout. In this window as shown in �gure 4.4, we can

drag the elements which appear on the left side panel into our layout. We can edit with

di�erent dimensions, colors, fonts to make it look as we desired.

Figure 4.4: GUI layout

For instance my Doublepassband layout looks like as shown in �gure 4.5.Each of the element

has its own properties, these properties will be shown when you double click on the element.

the properties(color, size, shape etc) of that element. Once you have done with editing the

�le, by saving it creates a .m �le, in which each element will have their own functions included

in it. This can be opened either through a notepad icon on top or right click and selecting
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Figure 4.5: Double passband layout

the M �le editor. One can edit these function through M �le editor.

When you run the code next time, you just need to directly run the .m �les which shows the

corresponding GUI of that �le.
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4.2.2 Layouts in GUI

Single Passband

Figure 4.6: Single Passband GUI

The beamformer is designed for single passband.We can change the direction of passband by

changing the �eld of passband in the �gure 4.6 and also the stopband regions. The variable

�elds for this beamformer are

1. Number of Antennas.

2. Stopband 1.

3. Stopband 2.

4. Passband.
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Double Passband

Figure 4.7: Double Passband GUI

This is an extension for the single passband beamformer. This includes an extra passband

and stopband region. The variable �elds for this beamformer are

1. Number of Antennas.

2. Stopband 1.

3. Stopband 2.

4. Stopband 3.

5. Passband 1.

6. Passband 2.
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Feasible region between Least-square norm and In�nity norm

Figure 4.8: GUI for Feasible region between Least-square norm and In�nity norm

The program is designed to calculate the feasible region between least-square norm and In�nity

norm. The plot in the �gure 4.8 represents the magnitudes of least-square norm and in�nity

norm on the right side pane. On the left side pane it represents the plot of optimized values.

Its variable �elds are

1. Number of Antennas.

2. Stopband 1.

3. Stopband 2.

4. Passband.
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Filter with multiple weighted stopbands

Figure 4.9: Filter with multiple weighted stopbands GUI

The beamformer consists for two linear lines which are represented with green and red lines as

shown in �gure 4.9. These two lines are represented by HU1 and HU2 �elds. Each of these

lines have starting and ending points, we can vary these lines by changing their corresponding

�elds. The stopband regions will vary depending upon the magnitudes of the linear lines.

This is designed to manage the stopband regions. The varible �elds for this �lter are

1. Number of Antennas.

2. Stopband 1.

3. Stopband 2.

4. Passband.

5. HU1.

6. HU2.
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Chapter 5

Plots and Results

5.1 Single Passband

Figure 5.1: Plot of Single Passband

This graph depicts single passband. It has two stopband regions which varies from -90◦ till

−40◦ and −20◦ till 90◦. The passband region varies from −40◦ to −20◦ . The angle of

direction is −30◦. The magnitude of in�nite norm has more value ∼= -100 db compared to

least-square norm -120 db, because in�nity norm is highest in magnitude.
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5.2 Double Passband

Figure 5.2: Plot of Double Passband

This is an extension of single passband. It has three stopband regions which vary from -90◦

till -40◦, -20◦ till 20◦ and 40◦ till 90◦ degrees. It has two passband regions which varies from

-40◦ to 20◦ and 20◦ to 40◦ degrees. The �rst desired direction is −30◦ and second desired

direction is 30◦ . The magnitude of in�nite norm has more value ∼= -100 db compared to

least-square norm -120 db, because in�nity norm is highest in magnitude.
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5.3 Feasible region between Least-Square norm and In�nity

norm

Figure 5.3: Plot for feasible region between least square norm and In�nity norm

This plot is about �nding feasible region between the least-square norm and in�nity norm.

The graph on the left side is of the optimum values of ε for the responses of least-square

norm and in�nity norm. If I specify any particular value of ε, it should be less than or equal

to in�nity norm. The larger value of ε we choose the smaller value on other end, they both

are contradictory. In order to have small value of least-square norm the minimum (optimum)

is large value for in�nity norm. The graph itself represents the optimum values. So, one can

make a good trade-o� between least-square norm and in�nity norm.
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5.4 Filter with multiple weighted stopbands

Figure 5.4: Filter with multiple weighted stopbands

This plot shows us two arbitrary linear lines hu1 and hu2. The line1 hu1 which is ranging

from -100 till -20 and the line2 hu2 is ranging from -40 till -100. The desired direction of the

beam is in 20◦. The stopband regions are from -90◦ till 10◦ and 30◦ till 90◦. By changing

the two arbitrary linear lines hu1 and hu2, the corresponding stopband regions will vary. One

can manage the stopband regions using this �lter.
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Chapter 6

References

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, I have represented the generalization of convex optimization. This proves the

�exibility of designing a �lter. As a future work, one can have �exibility in designing the

beamformer with various constraints. One can test with non-uniform speci�cations. One can

also specify a constraint that is completely arbitrary. This shows that CVX is an e�cient tool

for designing beamformers. It can be extended for frequency related scenarios, telecommuni-

cations, image processing and weighted optimization for real time beamformers.
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Appendix A

Appendix MATLAB Programmes

A.1 Appendix MATLAB codes

A.1.1 Code for Single passband

% Beamforming example by convex optimization

% Single passband example

% Size of beamformer or number of antenna

M= 50;

% Stepsize in angular domain

Dphi=1*pi/180;

% Defining passband (Desired direction or signal)

phip=-30*pi/180;

% Defining stopband

phis1=-90*pi/180;

phis2=-40*pi/180;

phis3=-20*pi/180;

phis4=90*pi/180;

% Define the Stopband on the axis

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4 ];

% Response matrix for stopband

Astop=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));
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Bstop=[Astop' 1i*Astop'];

% Defining for whole domain

phi=(-pi/2:Dphi:pi/2);

% Response matrix for whole domain

A=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' 1i*A'];

% Response for linear constraint for passband

Ap=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip));

Bp=[Ap' 1i*Ap'];

%cvx optimization for L2 norm

cvx_begin

variable x1(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;

cvx_end

%cvx optimization for INF norm

cvx_begin

variable x2(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x2 == 0;

cvx_end

%Plotting

subplot(2,1,1), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1)),title('Least Square norm ');

subplot(2,1,2), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2)),title('Infinity norm');
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A.1.2 Code for Double passband

clc,clear

% Double passband example by convex optimization

% Size of beamformer or number of antenna

M=50;

% Stepsize in angular domain

Dphi=1*pi/180;

% Defining passband (Desired direction or signal)

phip=-30*pi/180;

phip2=30*pi/180;

% Defining stopband

phis1=-90*pi/180;

phis2=-40*pi/180;

phis3=-20*pi/180;

phis4=20*pi/180;

phis5=40*pi/180;

phis6=90*pi/180;

% Defining the Stopband on the axis

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4 phis5:Dphi:phis6];

% Response matrix for stopband

Astop=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));

Bstop=[Astop' 1i*Astop'];

% Defining phi values for whole domain

phi=(-pi/2:Dphi:pi/2);

% Response matrix for whole domain

A=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' 1i*A'];

% Response matrix for linear constraint of passband1

Ap=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip));

Bp=[Ap' 1i*Ap'];

% Response matrix for linear constraint of passband2

Apn=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip2));
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Bpn=[Apn' 1i*Apn'];

%cvx optimization for double passband L2 norm

cvx_begin

variable x1(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;

real(Bpn) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bpn) * x1 == 0;

cvx_end

%cvx optimization for double passband INF norm

cvx_begin

variable x2(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x2 == 0;

real(Bpn) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bpn) * x2 == 0;

cvx_end

%Plotting the norms

subplot(2,1,1), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1)),title('Least Square norm (db)');

subplot(2,1,2), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2)),title('Infinity norm (db)');

A.1.3 Code for Feasible region between Least-square norm and In�nity

norm

clc,clear

% Beamforming example for feasible region between L2 norm and Inf norm by convex optimization

% Size of beamformer or number of antenna

M=20;

% Stepsize in angular domain
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Dphi=1*pi/180;

% Defining passband (Desired direction or signal)

phip=30*pi/180;

% Defining stopband

phis1=-90*pi/180;

phis2=10*pi/180;

phis3=50*pi/180;

phis4=90*pi/180;

% Defining the Stopband on the x-axis

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4];

% Response matrix for stopband

Astop=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));

Bstop=[Astop' 1i*Astop'];

% Defining whole domain with phi values

phi=(-pi/2:Dphi:pi/2);

% Response matrix for whole domain

A=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' 1i*A'];

% Response matrix for linear constraint

Ap=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip));

Bp=[Ap' 1i*Ap'];

%-------Calculating the maximum of the Stopband------------

cvx_begin

variable x1(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;

cvx_end

minax=round(max(20*log10(abs(real(Bstop*x1)))));

%---------Calculating the minumum of the stopband--------------

cvx_begin

variable x2(2*M);
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minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x2 == 0;

cvx_end

maxax=round(max(20*log10(abs(real(Bstop*x2)))));

%-----Optimizing the weight function(x) for diffrent value of x------

%--------------between maximum and minimum---------

if minax>maxax

c=0;

for n=maxax:minax

cvx_begin

variable x(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x == 1;

imag(Bp) * x == 0;

norm(Bstop*x,inf) <= 10^(n/20);

cvx_end

c=c+1;

a(c)=norm(Bstop*x,2);

end

%least square norm

subplot(2,2,2),plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1));

title('Least Square norm');

%Infinite norm

subplot(2,2,4),plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2));

title('Infinity norm');

subplot(2,2,[1 3]),plot(maxax:minax,20*log10(a));

xlabel('Infinity norm(db)');

ylabel('Least Square norm(db)');

else

subplot(2,1,1),plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1));
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subplot(2,1,2),plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2));

clc

disp('This is not a valid pass band')

end

A.1.4 Code for Filter with multiple weighted stopbands

% Beamforming example for managing stopbands by convex optimization

% Size of beamformer or number of attennas

M=30;

% Stepsize in angular domain

Dphi=1*pi/180;

% Defining passband

phip=20*pi/180;

% Variables to be used in stopbands

a=-90;

b=10;

c=30;

d=90;

% Defining stopband

phis1=a*pi/180;

phis2=b*pi/180;

phis3=c*pi/180;

phis4=d*pi/180;

% Defining line specification

db1t=-100;

db2t=-20;

db3t=-40;

db4t=-100;

% Converting to absolute values

i1=abs(a-b-1);
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i2=abs(c-d-1);

% Making into a straight lines using linspace

hu1=10.^(linspace(db1t,db2t,i1)/20);

hu2=10.^(linspace(db3t,db4t,i2)/20);

% Concatinating the two row vectors

hu=[hu1,hu2];

% Making column matrix

hu=hu(:);

% Defining stopband on x-axis

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4];

% Response matrix for stopband

Astop=exp(-i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));

Bstop=[Astop' i*Astop'];

% Defining phi on whole domain

phi=(-pi/2:Dphi:pi/2);

% Response matrix for whole domain

A=exp(-i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' i*A'];

% Response for linear constraint

Ap=exp(-i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip));

Bp=[Ap' i*Ap'];

%CVX

cvx_begin

variable x(2*M)

minimize (norm((Bstop*x)./(hu),2))

subject to

real(Bp) * x == 1

imag(Bp) * x == 0

cvx_end

hold on

plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(abs(B*x)))

plot((a:b) , 20*log10(hu1))

plot((c:d) , 20*log10(hu2))
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A.2 Appendix MATLAB GUI codes

A.2.1 GUI Code for Single passband

function varargout = S(varargin)

% S M-file for S.fig

% S, by itself, creates a new S or raises the existing

% singleton*.

%

% H = S returns the handle to a new S or the handle to

% the existing singleton*.

%

% S('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local

% function named CALLBACK in S.M with the given input arguments.

%

% S('Property','Value',...) creates a new S or raises the

% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are

% applied to the GUI before S_OpeningFcn gets called. An

% unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application

% stop. All inputs are passed to S_OpeningFcn via varargin.

%

% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one

% instance to run (singleton)".

%

% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help S

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 16-Apr-2013 18:55:29

% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

gui_Singleton = 1;

gui_State = struct('gui_Name', mfilename, ...

'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...

'gui_OpeningFcn', @S_OpeningFcn, ...

'gui_OutputFcn', @S_OutputFcn, ...

'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...

'gui_Callback', []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})

gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});

end

if nargout

[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

else

gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

end

% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before S is made visible.

function S_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.

% hObject handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% varargin command line arguments to S (see VARARGIN)

% Choose default command line output for S

handles.output = hObject;
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% Update handles structure

guidata(hObject, handles);

% UIWAIT makes S wait for user response (see UIRESUME)

% uiwait(handles.figure1);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.

function varargout = S_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);

% hObject handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Get default command line output from handles structure

varargout{1} = handles.output;

function sbst1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbst1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbst1 as a double

sbst1=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbst1=sbst1;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbst1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbsp1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbsp1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbsp1 as a double

sbsp1=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbsp1=sbsp1;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbsp1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbst2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbst2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbst2 as a double

sbst2=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbst2=sbst2;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbst2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbsp2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbsp2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbsp2 as a double

sbsp2=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbsp2=sbsp2;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbsp2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbst3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbst3 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbst3 as a double

sbst3=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbst3=sbst3;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbst3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbsp3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbsp3 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbsp3 as a double

sbsp3=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbsp3=sbsp3;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbsp3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.

function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Beamforming example by convex optimization

% Size of beamformer or number of antenna

M=str2num(get(handles.noofantennas,'string'));

% Stepsize in angular domain

Dphi=1*pi/180;

% Define passband (Desired direction or signal)
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phip = get(handles.passband1,'string');

phip = str2num(phip)*pi/180;

% Define stopband

phis1 = str2num(get(handles.sbst1,'string'))*pi/180;

phis2 = str2num(get(handles.sbsp1,'string'))*pi/180;

phis3 = str2num(get(handles.sbst2,'string'))*pi/180;

phis4 = str2num(get(handles.sbsp2,'string'))*pi/180;

% Define the Stopband on the axis

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4 ];

% response matrix for stopband

Astop=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));

Bstop=[Astop' 1i*Astop'];

% Define whole domain

phi=(-pi/2:Dphi:pi/2);

% response matrix for whole domain

A=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' 1i*A'];

% response for linear constraint for passband1

Ap=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip));

Bp=[Ap' 1i*Ap'];

%cvx optimization for double passband for L2 norm

cvx_begin

variable x1(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;

cvx_end

%cvx optimization for double passband for INF norm

cvx_begin

variable x2(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x2 == 0;

cvx_end

%least square norm

subplot(2,1,1), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1)),title('L2 normalization');

subplot(2,1,2), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2)),title('INF normalization');

function noofantennas_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to noofantennas (see GCBO)
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% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of noofantennas as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of noofantennas as a double

noofantennas=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.noofantennas=noofantennas;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function noofantennas_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to noofantennas (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function passband1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to passband1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of passband1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of passband1 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function passband1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to passband1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function passband2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to passband2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of passband2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of passband2 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function passband2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to passband2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
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set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end
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A.2.2 GUI Code for Double passband

function varargout = DoublePassBGUI(varargin)

% DOUBLEPASSBGUI M-file for DoublePassBGUI.fig

% DOUBLEPASSBGUI, by itself, creates a new DOUBLEPASSBGUI or raises the existing

% singleton*.

%

% H = DOUBLEPASSBGUI returns the handle to a new DOUBLEPASSBGUI or the handle to

% the existing singleton*.

%

% DOUBLEPASSBGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local

% function named CALLBACK in DOUBLEPASSBGUI.M with the given input arguments.

%

% DOUBLEPASSBGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new DOUBLEPASSBGUI or raises the

% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are

% applied to the GUI before DoublePassBGUI_OpeningFcn gets called. An

% unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application

% stop. All inputs are passed to DoublePassBGUI_OpeningFcn via varargin.

%

% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one

% instance to run (singleton)".

%

% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help DoublePassBGUI

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 16-Mar-2013 02:11:04

% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

gui_Singleton = 1;

gui_State = struct('gui_Name', mfilename, ...

'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...

'gui_OpeningFcn', @DoublePassBGUI_OpeningFcn, ...

'gui_OutputFcn', @DoublePassBGUI_OutputFcn, ...

'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...

'gui_Callback', []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})

gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});

end

if nargout

[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

else

gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

end

% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before DoublePassBGUI is made visible.

function DoublePassBGUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.

% hObject handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% varargin command line arguments to DoublePassBGUI (see VARARGIN)

% Choose default command line output for DoublePassBGUI

handles.output = hObject;

% Update handles structure

guidata(hObject, handles);

% UIWAIT makes DoublePassBGUI wait for user response (see UIRESUME)

% uiwait(handles.figure1);
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% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.

function varargout = DoublePassBGUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);

% hObject handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Get default command line output from handles structure

varargout{1} = handles.output;

function sbst1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbst1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbst1 as a double

sbst1=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbst1=sbst1;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbst1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbsp1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbsp1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbsp1 as a double

sbsp1=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbsp1=sbsp1;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbsp1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end
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function sbst2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbst2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbst2 as a double

sbst2=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbst2=sbst2;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbst2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbsp2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbsp2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbsp2 as a double

sbsp2=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbsp2=sbsp2;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbsp2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbst3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbst3 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbst3 as a double

sbst3=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbst3=sbst3;
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guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbst3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbsp3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbsp3 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbsp3 as a double

sbsp3=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbsp3=sbsp3;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbsp3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.

function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Beamforming example by convex optimization

% Size of beamformer or number of antenna

M=str2num(get(handles.noofantennas,'string'));

% Stepsize in angular domain

Dphi=1*pi/180;

% Define passband (Desired direction or signal)

phip = get(handles.passband1,'string');

phip = str2num(phip)*pi/180;

phip2 = get(handles.passband2,'string');

phip2= str2num(phip2)*pi/180;
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% Define stopband

phis1 = str2num(get(handles.sbst1,'string'))*pi/180;

phis2 = str2num(get(handles.sbsp1,'string'))*pi/180;

phis3 = str2num(get(handles.sbst2,'string'))*pi/180;

phis4 = str2num(get(handles.sbsp2,'string'))*pi/180;

phis5 = str2num(get(handles.sbst3,'string'))*pi/180;

phis6 = str2num(get(handles.sbsp3,'string'))*pi/180;

% Define the Stopband on the axis

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4 phis5:Dphi:phis6];

% response matrix for stopband

Astop=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));

Bstop=[Astop' 1i*Astop'];

% Define whole domain

phi=(-pi/2:Dphi:pi/2);

% response matrix for whole domain

A=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' 1i*A'];

% response for linear constraint for passband1

Ap=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip));

Bp=[Ap' 1i*Ap'];

% response for linear constraint for passband2

Apn=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip2));

Bpn=[Apn' 1i*Apn'];

%cvx optimization for double passband for L2 norm

cvx_begin

variable x1(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;

real(Bpn) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bpn) * x1 == 0;

cvx_end

%cvx optimization for double passband for INF norm

cvx_begin

variable x2(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x2 == 0;

real(Bpn) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bpn) * x2 == 0;

cvx_end

%least square norm

subplot(2,1,1), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1)),title('L2 normalization');

subplot(2,1,2), plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2)),title('INF normalization');
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function noofantennas_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to noofantennas (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of noofantennas as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of noofantennas as a double

noofantennas=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.noofantennas=noofantennas;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function noofantennas_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to noofantennas (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function passband1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to passband1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of passband1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of passband1 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function passband1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to passband1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function passband2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to passband2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of passband2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of passband2 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function passband2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to passband2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
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% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

A.2.3 GUI Code for Feasible region between Least-square and in�nity

norm

function varargout = Beam(varargin)

% BEAM MATLAB code for Beam.fig

% BEAM, by itself, creates a new BEAM or raises the existing

% singleton*.

%

% H = BEAM returns the handle to a new BEAM or the handle to

% the existing singleton*.

%

% BEAM('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local

% function named CALLBACK in BEAM.M with the given input arguments.

%

% BEAM('Property','Value',...) creates a new BEAM or raises the

% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are

% applied to the GUI before Beam_OpeningFcn gets called. An

% unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application

% stop. All inputs are passed to Beam_OpeningFcn via varargin.

%

% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one

% instance to run (singleton)".

%

% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help Beam

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 13-Mar-2013 04:10:07

% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

gui_Singleton = 1;

gui_State = struct('gui_Name', mfilename, ...

'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...

'gui_OpeningFcn', @Beam_OpeningFcn, ...

'gui_OutputFcn', @Beam_OutputFcn, ...

'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...

'gui_Callback', []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})

gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});

end

if nargout

[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

else

gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

end

% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before Beam is made visible.

function Beam_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.

% hObject handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% varargin command line arguments to Beam (see VARARGIN)

% Choose default command line output for Beam
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handles.output = hObject;

% Update handles structure

guidata(hObject, handles);

% UIWAIT makes Beam wait for user response (see UIRESUME)

% uiwait(handles.figure1);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.

function varargout = Beam_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);

% hObject handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Get default command line output from handles structure

varargout{1} = handles.output;

function stb1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to stb1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of stb1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of stb1 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function stb1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to stb1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function stb2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to stb2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of stb2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of stb2 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function stb2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to stb2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end
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function dd_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dd (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of dd as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of dd as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function dd_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dd (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function stb3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to stb3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of stb3 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of stb3 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function stb3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to stb3 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function stb4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to stb4 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of stb4 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of stb4 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function stb4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to stb4 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.

function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Beamforming example by convex optimization

% Size of beamformer or number of antenna

Nu = get(handles.nu,'string');

M = str2num(Nu);

% Stepsize in angular domain

Dphi=1*pi/180;

% Define passband (Desired direction or signal)

dd = get(handles.dd,'string');

dd = str2num(dd);

phip=dd*pi/180;

% Define stopband

stb1 = get(handles.stb1,'string');

stb1 = str2num(stb1);

phis1=stb1*pi/180;

stb2 = get(handles.stb2,'string');

stb2 = str2num(stb2);

phis2=stb2*pi/180;

stb3 = get(handles.stb3,'string');

stb3 = str2num(stb3);

phis3=stb3*pi/180;

stb4 = get(handles.stb4,'string');

stb4 = str2num(stb4);

phis4=stb4*pi/180;

% Define the Stopband on the axis

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4];

% response matrix for stopband

Astop=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));

Bstop=[Astop' 1i*Astop'];

% Define whole domain

phi=(-pi/2:Dphi:pi/2);

% response matrix for whole domain

A=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' 1i*A'];

% response for linear constraint

Ap=exp(-1i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip));

Bp=[Ap' 1i*Ap'];

%-------Calculating the maximum of the Stopband------------
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cvx_begin

variable x1(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x1,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x1 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x1 == 0;

cvx_end

minax=round(max(20*log10(abs(real(Bstop*x1)))));

%---------finding the Minumum of the stopband--------------

cvx_begin

variable x2(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x2,inf) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x2 == 1;

imag(Bp) * x2 == 0;

cvx_end

maxax=round(max(20*log10(abs(real(Bstop*x2)))));

%-----Optimize the waight function(x) for diffrent value------

%--------------between maximum and minimum---------

if minax>maxax

c=0;

for n=maxax:minax

cvx_begin

variable x(2*M);

minimize( norm(Bstop*x,2) );

subject to

real(Bp) * x == 1;

imag(Bp) * x == 0;

norm(Bstop*x,inf) <= 10^(n/20);

cvx_end

c=c+1;

a(c)=norm(Bstop*x,2);

end

subplot(2,2,2),plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1)),title('Least Square Norm');

subplot(2,2,4),plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2)),title('Infinity Norm');

subplot(2,2,[1 3]),plot(maxax:minax,20*log10(a)),xlabel('Infinity norm(db)'),ylabel('Least Square norm(db)');

else

subplot(2,1,1),plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x1),title('L2 Norm'));

subplot(2,1,2),plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(B*x2),title('Inf Norm'));

clc

disp('This is not a valid pass band')

end

function nu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to nu (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of nu as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of nu as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function nu_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to nu (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

A.2.4 GUI Code Filter with multiple weighted stopbands

function varargout = DsrfiltDsngGui(varargin)

% DSRFILTDSNGGUI M-file for DsrfiltDsngGui.fig

% DSRFILTDSNGGUI, by itself, creates a new DSRFILTDSNGGUI or raises the existing

% singleton*.

%

% H = DSRFILTDSNGGUI returns the handle to a new DSRFILTDSNGGUI or the handle to

% the existing singleton*.

%

% DSRFILTDSNGGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local

% function named CALLBACK in DSRFILTDSNGGUI.M with the given input arguments.

%

% DSRFILTDSNGGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new DSRFILTDSNGGUI or raises the

% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are

% applied to the GUI before DsrfiltDsngGui_OpeningFcn gets called. An

% unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application

% stop. All inputs are passed to DsrfiltDsngGui_OpeningFcn via varargin.

%

% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one

% instance to run (singleton)".

%

% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help DsrfiltDsngGui

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 17-Apr-2013 14:50:59

% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

gui_Singleton = 1;

gui_State = struct('gui_Name', mfilename, ...

'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...

'gui_OpeningFcn', @DsrfiltDsngGui_OpeningFcn, ...

'gui_OutputFcn', @DsrfiltDsngGui_OutputFcn, ...

'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...

'gui_Callback', []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})

gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});

end

if nargout

[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

else

gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

end

% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before DsrfiltDsngGui is made visible.

function DsrfiltDsngGui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.

% hObject handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% varargin command line arguments to DsrfiltDsngGui (see VARARGIN)
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% Choose default command line output for DsrfiltDsngGui

handles.output = hObject;

% Update handles structure

guidata(hObject, handles);

% UIWAIT makes DsrfiltDsngGui wait for user response (see UIRESUME)

% uiwait(handles.figure1);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.

function varargout = DsrfiltDsngGui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);

% hObject handle to figure

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Get default command line output from handles structure

varargout{1} = handles.output;

function sbst1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbst1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbst1 as a double

sbst1=str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));

handles.metricdata.sbst1=sbst1;

guidata(hObject,handles);

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbst1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbsp1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbsp1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbsp1 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbsp1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function dsrdr_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dsrdr (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of dsrdr as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of dsrdr as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function dsrdr_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dsrdr (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbst2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbst2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbst2 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbst2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbst2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function noofantennas_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to noofantennas (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of noofantennas as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of noofantennas as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
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function noofantennas_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to noofantennas (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function sbsp2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sbsp2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of sbsp2 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function sbsp2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to sbsp2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function dbst1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dbst1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of dbst1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of dbst1 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function dbst1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dbst1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function dbsp1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dbsp1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of dbsp1 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of dbsp1 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function dbsp1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dbsp1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function dbsp2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dbsp2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of dbsp2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of dbsp2 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function dbsp2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dbsp2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

function dbst2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dbst2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of dbst2 as text

% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of dbst2 as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function dbst2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to dbst2 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

% See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.
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function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Size of beamformer

M=str2num(get(handles.noofantennas,'string'));

% Beamforming example by convex optimization;

% Stepsize in angular domain

Dphi=1*pi/180;

% Define passband

phip=str2num(get(handles.dsrdr,'string'))*pi/180;

a=str2num(get(handles.sbst1,'string'));

b=str2num(get(handles.sbsp1,'string'));

c=str2num(get(handles.sbst2,'string'));

d=str2num(get(handles.sbsp2,'string'));

% Define stopband

phis1=a*pi/180;

phis2=b*pi/180;

phis3=c*pi/180;

phis4=d*pi/180;

% Defining line specification

db1t=str2num(get(handles.dbst1,'string'));

db2t=str2num(get(handles.dbsp1,'string'));

db3t=str2num(get(handles.dbst2,'string'));

db4t=str2num(get(handles.dbsp2,'string'));

i1=abs(a-b-1);

i2=abs(c-d-1);

hu1=10.^(linspace(db1t,db2t,i1)/20);

hu2=10.^(linspace(db3t,db4t,i2)/20);

hu=[hu1,hu2];

hu=hu(:);

phistop=[phis1:Dphi:phis2 phis3:Dphi:phis4];

% response matrix for stopband

Astop=exp(-i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phistop));

Bstop=[Astop' i*Astop'];

% Define whole domain

phi=(-pi/2:Dphi:pi/2);

% response matrix for whole domain

A=exp(-i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phi));

B=[A' i*A'];

% response for linear constraint

Ap=exp(-i*pi*(0:M-1)'*sin(phip));

Bp=[Ap' i*Ap'];
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%CVX

cvx_begin

variable x(2*M)

minimize (norm((Bstop*x)./(hu),inf))

subject to

real(Bp) * x == 1

imag(Bp) * x == 0

cvx_end

plot(phi*180/pi,20*log10(abs(B*x)),(a:b) , 20*log10(hu1),(c:d) , 20*log10(hu2)),xlabel('Degrees'),ylabel('Db')

hold off
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